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Requiem for Netted Fish is an intermedia composition for sixteen-voice

SATB choir, harp, six dancers, slide projections, and lighting. The text, taken

from the poetry of Anna Akhmatova and Carolyn Forche, presents a universal,

womanly rage against human repression and destruction. The poetry finds aural

interpretation in sound, and visual interpretation in movement and lighting. Poetic

inspiration contributes to the integration of elements in the work, as does the

impulse-exchange method of coordinating mediums, which allows the dancers

control of the timing of events. The resultant interdependent relationships

necessary for performance contribute to the integration of the composition. The

duration of this intermedia work is approximately fifteen minutes.
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INTRODUCTION

"Multimedia art: Creative expression which employs two or more art

forms. The most commonly combined elements are music, the visual arts

(including film), dance, and theatre." 1 The "intermedia" composition diverges

from the "multimedia" or "mixed media" projects in that intermedia endeavors to

organize mediums into an indivisible whole, as opposed to a collective aggregate.

The integration of mediums adds coherence and consistency to the composition.

Integration is accomplished through the interdependent relationships of all

elements in the work.

"Requiem for Netted Fish" is an intermedia work embodying poetry,

dance, music, slide projections, and lighting. The logical connectedness, resultant

of the integration of these elements, serves to communicate the concerns and

intent of the composition.

1 The Language of Twentieth Century Music: A Dictionary of Terms, 1975 ed., s.v. "multimedia
art."
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CORRELATION OF POETRY AND DANCE

The inspiration for "Requiem for Netted Fish" emanates from the works of

two poets: Anna Akhmatova's Requiem and Carolyn Forche's "Ourselves or

Nothing" from The Country Between Us. The former poem looms as a headstone

of understatement, while the latter manages an eloquent scream against war.

These poems echo the universal feelings of womanly rage against human

repression and destruction, serving as a catalyst for the evocation of "Requiem for

Netted Fish."

Choreography

Carolyn Forche's poem presents many haunting images, but a most unusual

and captivating visual idea comes from the last stanza of "Ourselves or Nothing":

There is a cyclone fence between

ourselves and the slaughter and behind it

we hover in a calm protected world like

netted fish, exactly like netted fish.1

Forche's notion of a parallelism between people and fish inspires a wealth of

imagery for the choreographer. The choreography of "Requiem for Netted Fish"

employs the above analogy of people as netted fish to serve as an allegory, or

surreal visual veneer for the poem's human expression. Without benefit of

program notes, the audience may easily interpret the choreography of "Requiem

for Netted Fish" literally, in light of today's environmental problems. Such

Carolyn Forche, "Ourselves or Nothing," The Country Between Us (New York: Harper &
Row, 1981), 59.
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conclusions are not undesirable to the composer; however, the poetry reveals the

true concern of the aquatic theme.

Although the people in the "mass graves"2 of Carolyn Forche's poem appear

to be extreme opposites of the "netted fish" 3 people, the choreography unveils their

reciprocity. With the inspiration of a painting entitled "Still Life with Fish" by

Angelos, 4 the opening choreography reveals an aquatic correspondence. The

painting depicts a pile of fish floating in space and orbiting the earth. What better

evocation of a mass grave than a pile of gasping, writhing fish?

Many of the choreographic motives are based on images drawn from the

text; for example, the aquatic theme is responsible for the open-mouth gesture, the

stomach pump, and the breath-impulse gesture. These symbolic movement

motives return throughout the composition. The motives represent abstract

emotions found in the poetry; therefore, the movement has no literal connection

during the performance.

Another recurring dance motive is the reaching-arm gesture, which

symbolizes an urgent yearning. The gesture represents many different desires: for

understanding, for compassion, for peace, for life, and for hope. In a dark

moment, it even represents covetousness. The final climax of the dance presents

all six dancers reaching for the net, attesting to the yearning for a solution.

There are moments in the composition in which the poetry, made audible

by the music, finds simultaneous interpretation in the dance. This occurs in the

section three measures after letter [L]. The sopranos give voice to the female

sensuality of Forche's poem:

2 Ibid., 58.
3 Ibid., 59.
4 Angelos, Still Life with Fish, oil on canvas, 1988, Zygos Gallery, Washington, D.C..
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Once I walked your rooms with my

nightdress open, a cigarette from my lips

to the darkness and back5

The movement representing this excerpt is performed by one female dancer

located center stage. The movement involves a wide-second locomotor motive

made sensual by her swaying hips, and her hands and fingertips caressing her

body. The poem continues, "always on my waking you were gone," 6 as an

accompanying dancer runs to the space previously occupied by the female dancer

center stage. The section concludes with the choir rebelliously whispering,

"recalcitrance," 7 as the two dancers rescue a third dancer from imprisonment in the

fish net.

The locomotor-wrap movement, performed in sections [M], and [N], is

employed to represent the intensity of emotion in Forche's poem, but based on a

retrograde of the "A" scale in the icasahedron, does not represent a specific

emotion. The locomoter wrap is choreographed in a four-part canon to reflect the

absurdity of the images in the poetry:

I think of that night in a tropic hotel,

the man who danced with a tray over his head

and offered us free because we were "socialistas,"
not only that, he sang, but young and pretty.

Later as I lay on a cot in the heat naked

my friend was able to reach for the guns

I remember the moon notching its way

through the palms and the calm sense that came

for me at the end of my life. In that moment

5 Forche, 57.
6 Ibid.

I Ibid.
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the woman beside me became my sister,

her hand cupping her mouth, the blood

that would later spill from her face

... would crawl black and belly-down

onto a balcony of hands and flashlights,

cameras, flowers, and propaganda. 8

The inspiration of a serigraph by Reudor, entitled "On Distant Shores"9

(described in the fourth chapter), produces a divergent movement concept and

atmosphere to contrast the Angelos-inspired choreography. This new movement

idea, identifiable as "pedestrian movement," occurs at letter [T] in the

composition. The serigraph influences the group's formation, movement,

costuming, and most importantly--the focus of the dancers. The eye focus of the

man in Reudor's "On Distant Shores" is a diagonal focus beyond the viewer, and

away from the weight he supports. This concept of focusing away from supported

weight is the paramount dance motive at letter [T].

The disregard of supported weight symbolizes the apathy and indifference

of the "netted fish" in Carolyn Forche's poem. The choreography at letter [T]

presents everyday, pedestrian movement in five of the dancers, while the sixth

dancer continues to perform in the previous aquatic manner. The pedestrian

dancers move with nonchalance as they support the weight of this sixth dancer.

During the climax of "Requiem for Netted Fish," the group of pedestrian dancers,

representing the "netted fish," ignores the dancer of the "mass graves" as she slides

head-first off their shoulders in a cross-like, sacrificial design. At this climactic

8 Ibid., 58.

9 Reudor, "On Distant Shores," Art Business News, February 1990, 59.
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moment, the choir sings of "Salvador, where the blood will never soak into the

ground." 10

Costuming

The dancers' costumes are made to resemble the duality of the people

represented in "Requiem for Netted Fish." The torn, ragged clothing and whitened

skin of one dancer represent the poverty and death of the "mass graves." The

man's suit, inspired by Reudor's "On Distant Shores," exemplifies the

unconcerned, ordinary man living in "a calm protected world."'1

With the donning and shedding of the man's suit, the choreography displays

an empathy overcoming the boundaries of the dichotomy. 'The suits, dangling

from the fish hooks like bait, denounce the trappings of our society. The

movement of a dancer in the suit costume expresses the lack of interest a "calm

protected world" has concerning those who are suffering. In the end, the aquatic

motives penetrate through the suit, and the parallelism is made manifest. The

"netted fish" discover that when one suffers, all suffer.

Choreutic Unit

The application of choreutic units (lines and curves) in the spatial

organization of "Requiem for Netted Fish" correlates with the emotions of the text.

Choreutic units displayed in the spatial progressions, body designs, and floor

patterns of the dance demonstrate the feminine and masculine dichotomy.

Vertical, horizontal, and oblique lines represent the masculine thought process and

10 Forche, 59.

11 Ibid.
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expression, whereas the cyclical nature of the female is portrayed through circular,

spiral, and arched curves. The choreutic units serve to communicate the poets'

womanly rage against human suffering in our world.

An analysis concerning the prevalent choreutic unit employed in the

choreography puts forth an interesting point: the majority of the floor patterns,

and spatial progressions of the dance are linear. The choreographic intent of

"Requiem for Netted Fish" is to produce a dark, shocking mirror of the human

condition. The masculine, linear expression seems to be most conducive to the

creation of such a bleak atmosphere.

In contrast, circular floor patterns, spatial progressions, and body designs

are reserved for moments during, or leading to, a climax in the composition. For

example, curves suffuse the body design, and spatial progression of the trio of

female dancers after section [M]. The circular shape of body contact, and the

sharing of weight demonstrates the feminine attribute of compassion. This also

characterizes the climactic movement at letter [T].

The linear juxtaposition of movement levels, and motion gradation on flat

spatial planes exemplify the isolation of the individual in today's world. An

example of the superimposition of levels occurs at letter [N] in the composition.

The trio of compassion exits downstage on a linear, low level while the other three

dancers enter upstage on a high, flat level. Various speeds of movement

performed simultaneously at letter [L] demonstrate the concept of motion

gradation. At letter [L], there is a juxtaposition of gradation of movement and

space. The dancer in the net downstage left performs minimal movement while

the dancer upstage center performs a moderate amount of movement in

accompaniment to the prominent dancer fluctuating around center stage. The
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performance of movement on flat levels tends to downplay the relationships

among the dancers, and reinforces the atmosphere of isolation.

Set Design

The fish hooks are functional set properties as well as symbols of

materialism. The hooks serve as a solution to getting the suit costumes on stage

without exiting all the dancers for a costume change. The shock of the fish hook

entrance also strengthens the emotion of mistrust for materialism, and the shame

of greed.

The fish net represents Forche's "cyclone fence" 12 that divides the

complacent haves from the anxious have-nots. The net provides a boundary to

sustain our "calm protected world" in the midst of the "slaughter" 13 of the third

world, or our own homeless.

In the choreography, the net represents the cause of the suffering that

requires a solution. The dancers are terrified of, and at the same time drawn to,

the net. At letter [W], the dancers move upstage right, diagonally away from the

net. They freeze, as if in a trance, and together acquire the sense to turn around to

confront the net. They move together, purposefully, toward the net. They reach

the net, and pull it down over themselves. This movement recapitulates the reach

gesture of the beginning choreography, and attests to the dancers' resolve to find a

solution to the problem.

12 Ibid.
13 Ibid.
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In the final moments of the composition, as the dancers cover themselves

with the fish net, the choir sings the eulogy Anna Akhmatova penned for the

victims of Stalin:

Let them cover it with black cloths,

And take away the lanterns ......
Night. 14

Although the fish net covers the dancers, their gasping, writhing, stomach-

pumping movements are still visible. Ignorance and neglect cannot conceal the

suffering.

14 Anna Akhmatova, "Requiem," "Requiem" and "Poem Without a Hero," trans. D. M. Thomas
(Athens: Ohio University Press, 1976), 26.
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CORRELATION OF MUSIC AND POETRY

Form

The task of setting the sentiment and sonority of the poetry to music begins

with the arrangement of the text. Akhmatova's excerpt serves as the introduction

and coda, while selections from Carolyn Forche's "Ourselves or Nothing" form the

main body of the composition. The organization of the text correctly suggests a

ternary design.

The chorus screams, "No!" 1 cued by a gasping dancer in a pile of bodies;

this is the first word the audience hears from Akhmatova. The selection from

"Requiem," used in this composition, contains five lines. The introduction utilizes

only the first two lines, and concludes at letter [I] with, "I could not have borne

it."2 At letter [I], the sopranos and altos follow with, "I thought," 3 from the Forche

excerpt. The word common to both poetic lines ,"I," provides a connection

between the two poems.

Two measures before letter [V], just before the coda, the sopranos and then

the tenors sing a line from Forche's poem, "It is either the beginning or the end."4

At letter [V], the basses enter singing a parallel from Akhmatova, "it is not I."5

Again, the words common to both poems ,"it is," provide an elision between the

Forche and Akhmatova excerpts. The basses and altos recapitulate the

indeterminate texture from the introduction; then the sopranos and tenors join

I Ibid.
2 Ibid.

3 Forche, 57.
4 Ibid., 59.
5 Akhmatova, 26.
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them, at letter [W] in the coda, to conclude with the Akhmatova selection in its

entirety.

Due to the considerable length of Forche's poem, the excerpt is grouped

into six stanzas. The division of the lines allows a variety of textures, and linear

and vertical arrangements to represent the imagery of the poetry. The first four

stanzas contain personal, reflective sentiments. The fifth and sixth stanzas

comprise general descriptions representing universal sentiments. Figure 1 lists

and describes the six stanzas, and their timbral and textural representation in the

music.

Figure 1. Musical representation of six stanzas grouped from Forche's excerpt.

Location

Letter [I]
Letter [L]
Letter [M]
Letter [N]
Letter [0]
Letter [P]
Letter [T]
Letter [U]

Musical Representation

Female contrapuntal texture
Homophonic, soprano melody
Male contrapuntal texture
Homophonic, tenor melody
Homophonic, soprano melody
Indeterminate, full chorus
Homophonic, full chorus
Male, female contrapuntal texture

Although there is no repetition of choreographic events in "Requiem for

Netted Fish," the musical form does include points of return: the indeterminate

texture from the introduction recapitulates in the coda; the imitative polyphonic

xvi
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sections at letters [I], [M], and [U] are all based on a recurring pitch pattern.

Although the melodies at sections [L] and [N] have no thematic connection, the

homophonic textures suggest a returning atmosphere.

The indeterminate sections within the main body of the composition have a

transitory function. Small, indeterminate events at letters [M], [N], and [W] are

noticeable by the fermatas that accompany them. The spontaneous texture

provides a transition from homophonic to contrapuntal atmosphere, or vice versa.

It also affords the conductor and ensemble a time-adjustment buffer with the

dancers. The large indeterminate section beginning at letter [P] serves as a

transition leading into the climax of letter [T]. It employs the last four lines from

Forche's stanza five, and generates an anxious atmosphere to communicate the

absurdity and chaos of the images in the poem. The frenzy of the spontaneous

texture propels the listener into the contrasting homophonic full chorus at letter

[T].

Letter [T] embodies the homophonic climax of the composition. The

forlorn images of the poetry require drastic mood changes in the music and dance:

In the mass graves, a woman's hand
caged in the ribs of her child,
a single stone in Spain beneath olives,
in Germany the silent windy fields,
in the Soviet Union where the snow
is scarred with wire, in Salvador
where the blood will never soak
into the ground .. . .6

The unison syllabic treatment of the text throughout the full chorus is unique to

this climactic section of the composition.

6 Forche, 58-59.
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The imitative section succeeding letter [T] continues the momentum of the

climax to the explosive, free section at the coda. For this reason, the culminatory

high soprano pitch is reserved for the end of the double canon, three measures

before [W]. Figure 2 displays the progression of culminant high pitches in the

soprano line.

Figure 2. Culminant pitches of soprano line.

Culminant Location Description
Pitch

"G"1 Letter [M] First homophonic section
"A" 2 measures before letter [P] Second homophonic section

"G#"1 Letter [T] Final, climactic homophonic
section

"B" 3 measures before letter [W] End of double canon

Texture

"Requiem for Netted Fish" blends structure and spontaneity in various

textures to represent abstract emotions. Much of the composition employs

traditional notation of specific pitches and rhythms; however, some complex

textures and unusual sounds require a different means of notation. The simplest

approach to notation is often the most efficient communication of an event; thus,

the simplest solution to the duality of determinacy and chance involves a mixture

of both.
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Indeterminacy

The first sound of the composition is an unexpected sound to accompany a

mass grave. The glottal whisper is not a new sound, but there is no standard

notation for the sonority; therefore, the notation of the glottal whisper in "Requiem

for Netted Fish" is novel. This can be said for several natural sounds found in the

"Notation" appendix: cries, moans, sobs of pain; deep breathing; hiss or air rush;

and silent screaming. It is also true for the harp's rustling glissando. All these

new sounds, as well as other natural sounds displayed in the composition, are

communicated through the use of spatial notation.

Complex sonority textures are also expressed through simple, spatial

representation, such as the introductory section of "Requiem for Netted Fish." At

letter [B], the altos and then sopranos begin indeterminate pitch glissandi,

indicated by a wavering, graphic representation. Duration of the glissandi are left

to the discretion and breath capacity of the performer. The intent of the

composition, in this section, is to progress from a high female range to a low male

range through a glissando texture, and to increase the density of the sound mass.

This is accomplished by slowly incorporating all vocal groups into the texture,

thus adding density and momentum to the section.

Another goal of section [B] is the emphasis of specific words in the

glissando texture. This is accomplished by assigning words common to each

phrase to the glissando, while giving words of emphasis a single pitch with greater

duration. Application of this compositional device in all vocal ranges, and in a

specific linear progression results in this interpretation of Akhmatova's poem:

it is

it is not

it is not I
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it is someone else

it is someone else who is suffering

who is suffering?

it is someone else

not I

Notation affording performers individual choice within a composed

structure adds to the variety of textures, and the excitement of the performance.

Throughout "Requiem for Netted Fish," indeterminate and structured events are

juxtaposed to enrich the texture of the composition. This contrasts with the

severity of the climactic, homophonic full chorus at letter [T].

Imitative, Explicit Pitch

Explicit pitch notation affords a dense texture for the composition. Sound

mass textures employed at letters [I], [M], and [0] spring from the contrapuntal

manipulation of a specific pitch pattern. The pitch model is resultant of its ability

to produce a dense, close positioned cluster when superimposed in canon. The

pattern is applied in canon, then modified and juxtaposed in a double canon.

The first appearance of the pitch sequence in canon occurs at letter [I] in

the alto voices. The initiating voice, first alto, displays the original pattern

beginning on "Bb." The imitating voices ensue at various time intervals,

administering the primary pitch model: second alto follows the pitch and rhythm

of the original pattern very closely; third alto utilizes some augmentation and

toward the cadence, as is necessary, omits words and pitches; alto four employs

more augmentation and omission of words and pitches. The following are

characteristic of the imitative usage of the pattern throughout the composition: the
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soprano section at letter [J], the tenor and bass sections at letter [M], and the

soprano and tenor sections at letter [U].

At letter [J], the soprano voices enter on "F#" at the octave with alto voices

one and two, and at the interval of a major seventh with alto four and the harp.

This interval-motive recurs in section [M]. The sopranos perform the diminution

of the previous alto line, transposed a minor sixth above the primary model, in the

chord cluster one measure after [J]. The sopranos continue the pitch pattern,

transposed a major third below the original, in double canon with the altos.

The same pitch model reappears in canon, this time in the tenor section at

letter [M]. The first four pitches are transposed a major second above the primary

pattern, and the next two pitches are the same as in the original. Subsequent

pitches are transposed a perfect fourth below the original. There is cadential

modification, and rhythmic alteration due to the syllabic representation of a

different stanza of text.

The bass voices enter at the octave "A" with the first tenor. In the next

measure, the fourth bass on "Gb" and the first tenor on "E" form the interval of a

minor seventh (a returning motive). The bass pitch pattern is a minor second

below the primary, and a minor sixth below the tenor line. The basses continue

the double canon with the tenors to letter [N].

The final appearance of the imitative pitch pattern is a double canon

between the tenor voices and soprano voices at letter [U]. The tenors perform the

original pitch sequence with cadential and rhythmic modification, and two pitch

alterations. The sopranos perform the inversion of the original at the primary

pitch level, and with cadential and rhythmic alteration. Three measures before

letter [W], the recurring major seventh interval appears between the soprano
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voices ("B") and the bass voices ("C"). The following displays the appearances of

the imitative pitch pattern:

Figure 3. Original pattern.

Altos, letter [I].

Figure 4. Alteration by transposition.

Sopranos, letter [J].

Tenors, letter [M]

Basses, traditional notation after letter [M].
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Figure 5. Alteration by inversion.

Sopranos, letter [U].

-D , '' I - ) -;;U =446,

Figure 6. Original pattern modified.

Tenors, letter [U].

Homophonic, Explicit Pitch

Homophonic settings of the text weave a net of diversity throughout the

composition. Contrast between the homophonic and more complex textures

imparts the sensation of tension and release, and strives to build momentum

toward the ultimate goal of the composition.

The divergence of atmospheres serves to represent the emotion of the

poetry. A homophonic texture first appears during stanza two of Forche's excerpt,

at letter [L]. The poetry is decidedly feminine in sentiment, and the feminine

reflections of the poet are represented in the melodic line of the sopranos. The

altos, tenors, and basses accompany the melody with non-functional chordal

successions, anticipating chordal sonorities found at letter [T].
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A recurring texture, similar to the atmosphere of letter [L], is found at

section [N]. This time, the melodic idea is found in the tenor voices, then

transferred to the sopranos at letter [0]. The homophonic treatment represents a

more anxious stanza of poetry. The accompaniment of the altos and basses

interprets the intensity of emotion through an indeterminate texture. The

dichotomous atmosphere unfolds into full chorus, natural sound masses at letter

[P].

The full chorus, homophonic section at letter [T] comprises the climax of

the composition. Unison rhythm throughout the full chorus contrasts with the

indeterminate texture preceding it. The soprano line, characterized by ascending

tritone leaps, is the prominent melodic contour. Non-functional, chordal sonorities

in the alto, tenor, and bass voices accompany the soprano line. Combinations of

tritones and perfect intervals characterize the harmony. Echoing the haunting

images of the poetry, a structured sonority laments a destructive society.

Motives

Preponderant intervallic relationships of "Requiem for Netted Fish" employ

the tritone, half step, or whole step. The vertical arrangement of the prevailing

intervals designates important structural moments; thus, propelling sentiment and

sonority through their course. The linear organization of those intervals provides a

cohesion between contrapuntal and homophonic textures, and between melodic

ideas.

The half and whole step intervals find vertical realization in major and

minor seventh intervals. This first occurs at letter [J] in the major seventh interval

between the entering soprano "F#" and the "G" found in alto four and harp. The
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dissonance of the major seventh issues the tension of the double canon between

altos and sopranos. This intervallic announcement of the double canon recurs

after letter [M] between the bass four "Gb" and first tenor "E"; this time, the

interval is a minor seventh. The cadence of the homophonic section at letter [M]

finds a minor seventh interval between the tenor "A" and soprano "G." A major

seventh interval accompanies the cadence of the culminatory double canon at

letter [W].

A linear organization of the interval motives is found in the harp

accompaniment. Half-whole diminished scale sonorities characterize the line.

Another linear intervallic connection, between the six Forche stanzas, provides a

continuity of emotion between images, and between textures. Figure 7 displays

the linear intervallic relationship of pitches beginning and ending the six Forche

stanzas.

Figure 7. Intervallic relationships between the six Forche stanzas.

First & Last Location Intervallic Relationship Within
Pitches of Section/Between Sections

Section
"Bb" - "A" [1] to [L] major 7 / unison
"A" - "G" [L] to [M] minor 7 / tritone
"C#" - "C" [M] to [N] major 7 / unison
"C" - "A" [N] to [P] major 6 / minor 7
"G" - "A" [T] to [U] major 9/ minor 9
"Bb" - "B" [U] to [W] minor 9
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Linear pitch patterns are the most obvious intervallic motives. The melodic

pitch patterns of "Requiem for Netted Fish" are characterized by the predominance

of certain intervallic motives. There are three motives utilized by all melodies in

the composition: (1) three descending half steps, (2) the combination of a whole

step and half step with a change of direction, and (3) a tritone leap. The soprano

melody at letter [T] is most identifiable by its ascending tritone leaps, as well as

the descending half step pattern. In contrast, the melodies found at letters [L] and

[N] are distinguished by the stepwise combination with change of direction. The

following displays the melodies and motives found in "Requiem for Netted Fish."

Figure 8. Original contrapuntal pitch pattern.

Altos, letter [I].

desc.1/2desc.1/2

Figure 9. Soprano melody at letter [L].

-T desc.1/2 M7

W -1/2 desc./2

Figure 10. Tenor/Soprano melody at letter [N].

Tenor Soprano M7

/2desc. V2 descl/ W-12
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Figure 11. Soprano melody at letter [T].

-~esVI T T T

Although the melodic ideas of section [L] and section [N] are not

thematically related, simple intervallic motives serve to unify the two

homophonic sections, and set them apart from the culminatory homophonic

section at letter [T]. The less frequent interval of a major sixth begins the soprano

line at [L]. The leap is followed by an ascending whole step and a descending half

step. Likewise, the tenor melody at letter [N] outlines a major sixth leap, followed

by a descending whole step and an ascending half step (the inversion of the

soprano melody). Both melodies culminate in an ascending major seventh leap.
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CORRELATION OF MUSIC AND DANCE

Impulse exchange in an intermedia work denotes the idea of one medium

inciting a response from another medium (i.e., sound initiates movement or

movement initiates sound) in a chance form. "Requiem for Netted Fish" utilizes

the impulse exchange method to coordinate sound and dance; thus, the

indeterminacy of the work operates in the area of performance.

Small, free forms combining music and dance are easily performed with the

impulse exchange method. A larger work in which the form is dictated by a text

set to traditionally metered music is less flexible. The distance ihi time between

impulses is greater because the sound event is longer, and more complex;

therefore, the integration of mediums suffers and the dancers become chained to

the metered idea. "Requiem for Netted Fish" offers a solution to this undesired

result: (1) indeterminate sound events provide transitions, and timing buffers

between large, structured sections of music, and (2) throughout the score, dance

cues align the music with the movement, giving the dancers control of the timing

of events. In this blend of determinacy and spontaneity, the dance conducts the

music. The integration allows the creativity of the performers to control the

performance.

Preparation for the performance of "Requiem for Netted Fish" requires

separate rehearsals for music and dance. It is necessary to teach the choreography

without music in order for the dancers to be able to sense each other, as well as the

timing of events. Improvisation in body and weight manipulation provides an

xxviii
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introduction and basis for trust among the dancers that will aid their integration.

Final rehearsals must allow the conductor and chorus to recognize and memorize

the dance cues in the score.
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CORRELATION OF LIGHTING/PROJECTIONS AND OTHER ELEMENTS

Lighting is an integral visual element of the intermedia composition.

Beyond the basic function of illuminating the stage, light has the capability of

representing abstract, non-literal emotion. Similar to music and dance, light is a

medium organized in time and space. Light, the absence of light (darkness), and

all of the variations of color, intensity, and duration that fall between yield a rich,

visual palette to the choreographer.

An interesting application of light to an intermedia work is the use of

projections. An abstract slide with front projection onto a cyclorama provides

texture or camouflage for any three-dimensional object in front of the cyclorama.

The projection may also appear to vary the dimension of the object. The

combination of a moving object--such as a dancer--and the projection, results in a

mobile texture. In this way, abstract slide projections are made to flow over the

dancers at letter [T] in "Requiem for Netted Fish."

"On Distant Shores," a serigraph by Reudor, serves as a visual stimulus for

the choreography of light and movement at letter [T]. Reudor's serigraph depicts a

group of five men on a shoreline with a blue-green ocean and sky in the

background. The men are dressed in suits and ties. Four of the men are standing

closely together, while the fifth man is seated and supported on the shoulders of

the group. Only one man has a face. Where there should be flesh-colored faces

on the other four men, there is only the distant ocean and sky background,

interrupted by the suggestion of a facial outline.
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In "Requiem for Netted Fish," two abstract slides, predominately blue in

color suggesting an aquatic, underwater theme, provide a background on the

cyclorama, reminiscent of Reudor's serigraph. The white costume and whitened

skin of the dancer provide a bright, reflective projection surface for the abstract

slide. A dancer costumed in white becomes a mobile texture flowing over other

dancers. In contrast, the dull, dark fabric of the man's suit costume absorbs most

colors of light; therefore, a dancer with a whitened face wearing a dark suit

resembles a man from Reudor's "On Distant Shores." The reflection distorts the

audience's depth perception concerning the dancer's face, thus rendering a faceless

dancer.

The integral relationship of light to other elements in "Requiem for Netted

Fish" serves to communicate the emotion of the poetry. The mutual dance of light

and movement at letter [T] imparts the apathy of Forche's "calm protected world."

Likewise, light listens and responds to the music's request for darkness at letter

[Z]:

Let them cover it with black cloths,

And take away the lanterns ............

Night.1

Lighting contributes to the overall structure of the composition. The

change in illumination of space found at letter [B] and again at letter [U] adds

momentum to the dance. The change in color, or atmosphere, occurring at letters

[T] and [U] reflects the building of tension toward a climax in the music.

Duration and intensity of light also contribute to the momentum of the

composition.

1 Akhmatova, 26.
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CONCLUSION

"Requiem for Netted Fish" is an intermedia work in which the goal is the

integration of mediums. The logical connectedness of elements in the composition

serves to communicate the concerns and intent of the work. Inspired by the poetry

of Anna Akhmatova and Carolyn Forche, and the art work of Angelos and Reudor,

the poetry, music, dance, and lighting of "Requiem for Netted Fish" endeavor to

communicate a universal, womanly rage against human repression and

destruction.
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TEXT

From Requiem by Anna Akhmatova as translated by D. M. Thomas.

No, it is not I, it is someone else who is suffering.

I could not have borne it. And this thing which has happened,
Let them cover it with black cloths,

And take away the lanterns ..........

Night.

From "Ourselves or Nothing" of The Country Between Us by Carolyn Forche.

... I thought of the long war

that misted country turned to the moon's surface,

grey and ring-wormed with ridges of light.

the women. . . along

the river, those flowers under fire, rolled

at night in the desperate arms of American men.

Once I walked your rooms with my
nightdress open, a cigarette from my lips

to the darkness and back ...

Always on my waking you were gone,

.... ,the pained note

where ten times you had written

... "recalcitrance" ...

I think of that night in a tropic hotel,

the man who danced with a tray over his head
and offered us free because we were "socialistas,"

not only that, he sang, but young and pretty.

Later as I lay on a cot in the heat naked

3
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my friend was able to reach for the guns

I remember the moon notching its way
through the palms and the calm sense that came
for me at the end of my life. In that moment

the woman beside me became my sister,

her hand cupping her mouth, the blood
that would later spill from her face

... would crawl black and belly-down

onto a balcony of hands and flashlights,
cameras, flowers, propaganda.

In the mass graves, a woman's hand

caged in the ribs of her child,
a single stone in Spain beneath olives,

in Germany the silent windy fields,

in the Soviet Union where the snow

is scarred with wire, in Salvador

where the blood will never soak

into the ground, everywhere and always

go after that which is lost.

There is a cyclone fence between

ourselves and the slaughter and behind it

we hover in a calm protected world like

netted fish, exactly like netted fish.

It is either the beginning or the end

of the world, and the choice is ourselves

or nothing.



INSTRUMENTATION/PROPERTIES/SET DESIGN

Instrumentation

4 SOPRANOS 4 TENORS
4 ALTOS 4 BASSES

HARP

6 DANCERS
DURATION: 15 MINUTES

Properties

Fish Net: Located downstage left; made of 5/8" or 3/4" sisal rope, painted

black; comprised of twelve-inch squares, ten squares wide; suspended from batten

with velcro strips. The net must drape slightly onto the floor, and continue into

the fly loft, beyond the teaser and grand drapery (approximately 20' in length).

Fish Hooks: Two stage fish hooks approximately two feet wide by three

feet long; one located just right of center stage, the other in the upstage left corner;

suspended from battens with rope or wire to simulate fish line (the line should be

long enough to suspend the fish hook approximately four feet above the stage

floor from beyond the teaser and grand drapery); one dancer's suit costume draped

on each hook.

Projections

Equipment/Slides: Two high-powered slide projectors for front projection

onto cyclorama; one dissolve unit; two abstract slides predominantly blue in color,
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suggesting underwater theme. Projections should produce a bright, evenly

illuminated, and sharply focused image over most of the cyclorama.

Set Design (Full Stage View)

Upstage

Downstage

- Cyc to roma

-Fish Net

NOTE: The choir is positioned to the side of the stage, downstage right, facing

the audience. The conductor must be able to see the dancers on stage.



NOTATION

Harp fingernail glissando, or falling-hail; played with back of
fingernails; palm of hand inward for descending gliss; palm
of hand outward for ascending gliss; number indicates
number of fingers used to perform gliss.

Harp rustling glissando, or aeolian rustling; performed with
open hand (all five fingers). Alternate hands in continuous
manner.

Harp hand slap; performed on lowest strings

Glottal whisper; egressive and ingressive ululated glottal
clicks.

Spoken or shouted text.

Highest possible pitch easily sustained.

Cries, moans, sobs of pain.

Deep breathing.

Hiss or air rush; vary shape of mouth to form "s" to "sh"
consonant sound; vary dynamic.

7
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"Silent Screaming"; wide mouth position; egressive flow of
air through vocal folds prepared to produce highest possible
pitch, instead producing only harmonics and air rush sound.

Inhale/Exhale; ingressive or egressive breath of air;
indeterminate duration of breath.

Extender; continue in similar manner.

ot-.that night
Repeat in order for duration of extender.

Indeterminate pitch; sustain each syllable as long as possible;
repeat in order when repeat bars accompany boxed event.

so - -cia-us- -

0

Indeterminate pitch using symbolic durational notation.

Spatial notation; no meter.

Cue indicates one of the following: 1) cue between sections;
2) unison cue; 3) dance or lighting cue.

8
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LIGHTING

1. Curtain.

2. 10 seconds of darkness.

3. Slowly bring up spotlight center stage on clump of dancers.

4. Bring up choir stand lights.

5. Lead dancer performs breath impulse a second time, and turns, reaches, and

falls onto her side; light full stage and upstage cyclorama in blue, white, and
purple colors. Lighting design should pool, shadow, and emphasize dancers'
faces. Keylighting from below and in front of stage is suggested.

6. Swastika-like movement just after letter [P] in the score, a preparatory cue for
the fish hooks. (See Instrumentation/Properties/Set Design).

7. The lowering of the upstage left fish hook takes place circa letter [Q] in the
score. Lower the hook as the dance ensemble runs to the upstage left corner;
keep the hook just out of reach of the dancers; all but one dancer will run
away from the hook; lower the hook into the reach of the remaining dancer.

8. Lower the second fish hook (just right of center stage) when dancers run away
from upstage left hook. Again, keep the hook out of reach until all but one
dancer runs from the hook; lower the hook into the reach of the remaining
dancer.

9. When both dancers have donned the suit costumes hanging on the fish hooks,
raise the hooks out of sight.

10. Dancer in white in the fish net climbs on the back of the suited dancer by the
net; slowly dim lights to high-angle side lighting; bring up projections. Avoid
ambient light on cyclorama. This lighting design should allow the dancers to
be seen, yet be suitably dark for the upstage slide projections.

11. Dissolve into second projection when dancer in white sits on the shoulders of
the other dancers.
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12. Dancer in white rolls onto the floor in a horizontal position for the second

time; bring up full stage and cyclorama lighting--an ethereal lighting in blue

with a blue light on full stage floor, and a spotlight on the net downstage left.

13. Dancers pull down the net; immediately go to black except for spotlight on the

net and stand lights.

14. Wait five seconds; go to black.

15. Wait approximately three seconds for choir to cease; curtain.



DANCE COSTUME

MAKEUP

All visible skin should be whitened with water-based clown white and

white powder including hands, arms, chest, neck, feet, and face. The lips, ears,

and all facial skin up to the eyelashes must be whitened. Hair should be pulled

back, away from neck and face; tight next to scalp.

COSTUMES

Necessary for all six dancers: minimal, flesh colored leotard; white T-shirt

ripped and torn at the sleeve and hem edges, with the neck cuff cut away and

stretched and torn at neck; white leggings or pants.

Necessary for five dancers: loose fitting men's suits in dark, conservative

colors--pants, and jacket; dark colored suspenders attached to pants for quick

change. The sixth dancer needs only pants with suspenders, and no jacket.
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graves a worn's hand caged in the ribs at her ~'child
groves a woman's hand caged in the ribs of her child

graves a wan's hand caged in the ribs of her child

4Is groves a woms hand caged in the ribs other child

Icaged in the ribs of her child

jaed in the ribs ot her child

Caged in the ribs of her child

I- - 6 -
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whisper breathy ptch

s

A

T

H

H

0 3i -t

a sin-gte stone in Spain beneath at - ives6 he si-lent we -y tds

a sin- gte s tone in Spain beneath Qt - eves nGthenysi -tent wind-y telds

a single stone in Spain beneath of - ives - Cer ysi n wind-y d

a sin-gle stone in Spain beneath 4 -Oes ner y the si -lent windI-y ields

a sin-gte s tone in Spain beneath oat- Ives n Germany. the si - lent wind -y fields

a sin -gte s tone in Spain beneath at-ivesi - v n Gernany..--_ the si - tent wind-y ields

a sin- gte s tone in Spain beneath o - iviZ..- in Germrany'_. si -tent - y fedb_---4ield

asin-ge s tone in Spain beneath of - ivesin Ger ny... _esi-lnt

sin -g-e s tone in Spain beneath at- es.... . . t lent

sin - le stone in Spain beneathoat- Ives.... te nt / 'I

sin-gte stone en Spain beneath at-- ives.. h lent

ni

sin-gle s tone In Spain beneath ot- ives.. Germany_- the si- lent-y

thisi-ent

the si-tent

the si-lent

W ~t( s toe i Span bneat ff= i l I vs i tes
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~iheSo-vi-et ion wherethe snow aoredwithwiel in Sal-v - dor where the bloodwill neversoak< ,rt the

S in the Sosii-et Un-ion snow...- is scored with wirej in Sal -va -dor where the blood will never soak in the

n~ the So.vi-et Union wherethe snow.. is scarred withwi in Sat- va - dor where the blood wil I nve sgk n-l the

AJ IF-I -

i the S et Union whether sI ....--isscorred-with in Sa-va-dor where the Hk to the

in the So-vi-et Unio wheethe sncwi...srrd wth wire in Sal -va -dor where the blood w i never emn the

in the Soi-etUnion rethe sn ow- is scarred withwr in - - o e bloodwi never sok in-t the

in the So-v-el Union hee the snow s scredwithw in Sal-va - dor where te blood wil never in-t the

in the So-vi-et Un-ion vk11 he n s corrd rth w in Sl-yo-doe where the bodwill never so in-tothe

Sal-va-- dor where the blood w il never soak J~te

Tn t - Unn eh s -si Sa-va- doer whee the blood will never sot

-Sal- va - doe where the blood w in l Qg 0.

itcSal-v -dor where the blood will never soak il-to the

83

F

Fi r . = :I P 1 I j-
H- -

0)1/
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Themeground Ev'rywhere and al -ways ---

rground E'ry-where and __-_wyshere

)C ground Ev'ry-where and al- ways go afterthat v4*his los t

ground Ev ry - where and al- ways go after Outhtwhihis los t

ground Evry-where and a-ways go ofater thatwhkh los t

F~q Fp.-------- 
~

ground Ev ry-.where and at - was go ofater thatWichis ost

around Ev'ry -where and at- ways

Ervundy where and *at -w

ground - Ev ry-where and a - ways

g ry- ere and at-ways

ground Ev'ry- where and al - ways

ground Ev ry-where and at - ways "P

gEv'ry-where and al-ways

= _

F00

Dancers take oft jacket s ,

mnove toward upstage right crner
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s

A

T

B

is fence be- - teen. ourselves ord the sbughter and be-hind

is a fen be-tween ourselves a theslbug h ter

ihres a - ence be- tween rselves a the sbugh-

isefnc bswenbe - tween

slugh-- - - - - ter

a s. ere -be - tween _

ssugh- -ter

slsh- - -ter

sshugh-

! auqsh -g-t-

There is ferice be (ween~ ou elegadthhlag-e -
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LIII

we - terr ike net td fbe hin olikk nt-td e net tke net-

I s o u h - - . - I - b e-,nn l k et - - ed s i k ei

and e--nd dw ithover verl ikent e is net - t ld fis ext - c - 6A iksne --
33-

- t e r r i d i o - r e n e e f s t -I
cur-etwandes ugh - te y e-hlieneke-nt- - fidss

-1- - -te

- - s~ er -- hn -ie -te-er fs lk

V- ex--qatt ke re

O- F

- A --- FIf r

F CS**#idFvt gh e_ e behid ik ne tGis
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S

A

H

B

H

F4 E4 8

ei-- ther- the be- gin- - - ning or the end of the world and the choice is our - selves
-3,

It is ei - other the be-gin-- -ning the end of the world and the _ choice
r-3 -

tedfsh be -- --- ------ gin --- -ni end... of the world

n - -ted-- ....fish be-- - - - - - -- gin ------- ning

No it _ is_

No~ It

r

ish I is ei- ther.. the be - - gin- - -ring or e endwrdth

1~~o It - isI ..

fi td sh it is either.... the be -tn- - -- n ........ te end dhe world...

net-- - - ted fish e- - - - - - - - -- -i-

like_______ net-- - -- ted fish be- -- -- - - -

it Is

"P

31 p i



ululate

or noth------ - - - in9-- luate

is our - serves or noth- - -- 9-----= ululate

choir& our -selves or noth- - - - - ing ululate

end .f the world or noth - - - -iny

37

c. 25"

ex-+ in

choice is our - selves or noth -- - -in

- rd the ... choe. is our selves or noth - - ng

- -- ~nng- end -*the world or noth-- irn -

is _somew eise

--tngir" -d the world -. noth - ing

i..... s ..
Ila

1t .. i..... not

S

A

T

B

Dancers s tand, move toward net

i s _-- not

it is not

I

44

-- i I-.- -- I - r-v w vo 4 'W-W X dl I f k i
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wthsper

s who is sutfering

A o"

T [

B

H

S

A

H

shout

I would not have borne it

I could not have borne it

LI _i r r
I cwld not have borne it

Could not hove borne it

t'

Dancers Pull Down Net
Light Cue #13;14

I t

And this thingwichhos happened pp Nigh
spoken unison ispe -4t21(! ~

T rpL r r I blC o --------- ke G**
Lettthemt w bloc tdoths oNight

febock cloths

spoken unison breathy ptch

and take aoy the ln-terns pp 2Nght

Light Cue 15


